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1. Introduction. Let A be an n x n complex normal matrix and let W(A) = {diag UAU* :
U is unitary) where U* is the conjugate transpose of U. It is known that if(A) may not be
convex [1, 3] and it is convex when A is Hermitian [1, 2]. In this note we show that W^A) is
convex if and only if the eigenvalues of A are collinear (i.e. there exist complex numbers
a ( # 0) and /? such that ccA + pi is Hermitian).

Hence for most normal matrices A, if(A) is not convex.

2. Generalized numerical range.

LEMMA 1. Let 6 = 1 * ) be an (n+l) x (n+l) unitary matrix, where U is an n x n
\b Hj

matrix. Then there exists a real number y such that U+yab* is unitary.

Proof. Using the property that Ub+Jia = 0and6*Z>+/i/Z = 1, we can show that (U+yab*)
(U+yab*)* = UU* + [y2(l-ixp)—y(ji+p)]aa*. Since l—fip^O, it is possible to find y so
that [y2(l — up)—y(ji+p)]aa* = aa* (when /z/Z = 1, a = 0). Since UU*+aa* = /„, where /„ is
the n x n identity matrix, the lemma is proved.

PROPOSITION 2.

Le, 8 - X
\ ''•n+l/ \ An/

If ~W~(j$) is convex and kn+x is a vertex of the convex hull of the points Xu ..., Xn+1, then
if(A) is convex.

Proof. For any n x n unitary matrices Ux and U2 and 0 ^ a ^ 1 we can find unitary
(U a\

matrix Q = I I such that
\b* nj

Ux 0\{A 0 \fU* 0\ „ JU2 0\/A 0 \fU2*

Hence we have
Xn+1, (1)

diag(aU1i4U1*+(l-o)l/2i4Uj) = diag(IM[/*+An+1aa*). (2)

From (1), since An+1 is a vertex and b*b+nfi = 1, it follows that if b* = (bu ...,bn), we have
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bi = 0 for all /such that Xt # An+1. This implies that b*A = Xn+lb* and Ab = Xn+ib. We can
then obtain

(U+yab*)A(U+yab*)*

= UAU* +Xn+1[y\l-n(i)-y(n+H)-]aa*

where y is chosen as in Lemma 1. From (2) we see that W(A) is convex.

THEOREM 3.

Let A = \ \ I, where n > 3.

Then if{A) is convex if and only if Xu ...,Xnare collinear.

Proof. First we prove sufficiency. When the eigenvalues of A are collinear, a.A + pi is
Hermitian for some complex numbers a ( ^ 0) and /?. Since if(a.A + pr) is convex, it follows
that iV(A) is also convex. To prove necessity we use induction on n. The case n = 3 is proved
in [1]. Suppose 1V(A) is convex and the eigenvalues of A are Xu ..., Xn where n > 3. If the
eigenvalues are not collinear, we take a vertex, say Xv By Proposition 2 and the induction
assumption, X2, X3,..., Xn are collinear. Consider a vertex on this line segment, say X2. By
the same argument, XUX3,..., Xn are collinear. We must have then X3 = A4 = . . . = Xn.
(For if Aj # Aj for some i,j ^ 3, then Xu Xh Xj are not collinear.) This implies X3 is a vertex and
hence Als X2, X4 are collinear, which gives a contradiction. Therefore the eigenvalues must be
collinear.

From Theorem 3 we have immediately the following result.

COROLLARY 4. If A = I 1 \ is a normal matrix and if(A) is convex, then if(Aj) and
\ A2/

are convex.
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